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Abstract- Over the internet, in our day to day life we are working with interconnect systems
such as web servers, database servers, cloud computing servers. These are the systems
which are dealing with so many requests and responds them as legitimate requests. But the
systems can be targeted by the attackers using Denial-of-Service(DoS) attack for temporary
or permanent failure of the system. Denial-of-Service attack causes serious impact on the
performance of the server with many a times the server gets down and stops processing the
requests especially the genuine or legitimate requests. It happened so, because the server
remains busy with the fake requests sent from the attackers by serving those fake requests.
So, to increase the efficiency and the performance of the server, we must need to detect and
avoid the DoS attacks. In this paper, we present a DoS attack detection system using
features normalization and triangle area map techniques under Multivariate Correlation
Analysis(MCA) which are useful for accurate traffic characterization. Traffic Characterization
is done by extracting geometric correlation between network traffic features. Our DoS attack
detection system can detect both known and unknown DoS attacks since it implements the
principle of anomaly based detection for attack reorganization. Effectiveness of the system is
increased because of its capability to learn the new patterns of legitimate network traffic.
Triangle-area-based technique is used to speed up the process. Detection of SQL injection
is also introduced in the system for security purpose of the stored legitimate profiles. The
system designed to carry out attack detection is a question-answer portal i.e. a web
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application and hence the system is using HTTP protocol unlike previous systems which
were using TCP.
Keywords: Denial-of-Service attack, Features Normalization, Triangle Area Map, Multivariate
Correlation, anomaly based detection, SQL injection, HTTP, and TCP

1. INTRODUCTION
Denial of Service (DoS) attack is one of the most common attacks which causes the serious
impact in computing system .DoS attacks are class of attacks on targets, which aims at
exhausting target resources, thereby denying service to valid users. Denial of service attack
is mainly done in categorize to block a node from receiving genuine data or to block the
node entirely from another genuine node. This attack is an attempt to make a machine or
network resource unavailable to its intended users by either injecting a computer virus or
flooding the network with useless traffic. Computer attack and network attack are the two
types of dos attack .To break the server security hackers use DoS attack softening
technique. The main targets of DoS attack are web server, application server, database
server and communication link. It has become a major threat for current computer networks.
Dos attack causes serious damages in services of network, so it is essential to develop a
dos attack detection system to protect the services of network. There are two types of
network based detection systems, viz. misuse based detection system [8] and anomaly
based detection system[9].
In misuse based detection system attacks are detected by monitoring network activities and
looking for matches with the existing attack signatures. In misuse based detection system
the database should be kept updated which is a laborious task as it is a manual process. So,
to overcome these drawbacks of misuse based detection system, anomaly based detection
system is developed which is a novelty-tolerant detection system. The manual attack
analysis and the frequent update of the attack signature database are avoided in the case of
misuse-based detection. In this paper, Our proposed system is for protecting services of
network against DoS attacks.. This detection system can provide an effective protection to
interconnected systems like web servers, database servers, cloud computing servers etc. by
considering their commonality. This system is anomaly based detection system and it
employs principles of multivariate correlation analysis (MCA)[1]. DoS attack detection
system detects known and unknown attacks respectively. To enhance and speed up the
process of MCA, triangle area [10] technique is introduced to generate better discriminative
features. In this system we are using normalization technique. KDD cup 99 dataset [11] is
used for evaluation of DoS attack detection system.
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2. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
As shown in the system architecture, the detection mechanism has three steps. In first step
generation of basic feature takes place for an individual record from ingress network traffic.
To reduce the overhead of the detection, the destination network is monitored and analyzed,
which help detector to protect targeted network

Fig. 1 Framework of DoS attack detection system

In second step, multivariate correlation analysis is implemented in which includes "Triangle
Area Map (TAM) generation" and "Feature Normalization". To extract the correlation
between two distinct features within each traffic record coming from the first step, we applied
the Triangle area Map generation technique. In feature normalization module, traffic records
get normalized which is given as input to the TAM. To replace the original basic features, all
the triangle area correlations stored in triangle area maps (TAMs) are then used. This helps
to differentiate between legitimate traffic records. In decision making step, anomaly base
detection mechanism is adopted because of which we can detect the attack without requiring
any attack relevant knowledge.
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In third step called "Decision Making" includes two phases namely training phase and test
phase. In training phase "Normal profile generation" is operated in which generation of
profiles takes place for various type of legitimate records and are stored in database. In test
phase, "Tested profile generation" module is used to build profiles for individual traffic
records then tested profile is given to the module called "Attack Detection". The comparison
of individual tested profiles with the respective stored normal profiles takes place in the
attack detection module.

3. RESULT
The system will end up with blocking the user who is trying to attack (DoS or SQL injection)
on the system. The blocking will be of two types, permanent blocking and temporary
blocking. The threshold value has beed decided depending on impact of the attack. If the
current attack value is more than threshold then user will be blocked permanently and if it is
less than threshold then he will be notified about his behaviour on the network and will be
able to request the admin to unblock his services. Admin has the privilege to remove
temporary blocking.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The research proposed here is useful and efficient technique for the detection of DoS attack.
We have extracted important features from MCA (analysis technique) and speeded it up
using triangle area map method. The study also lead us to introduce SQL injection attack
detection in the system since preserving the data needed for the analysis was also a
challenge. The future work of this study will be implementation of the system and checking
its efficiency in practical use and make it use practically in the real time systems for avoiding
DoS attacks. In future, further optimization of this technique can also be done.
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